Log Summary: Correct PS3.3 Figure 7.13.4-1 Protocol Storage

Rationale for Correction:
In the Figure 7.13.4-1. “DICOM Model of the Real World - Protocol Storage” of PS3.3 there are Acquisition Elements and Reconstruction Elements, but not Storage Elements.

There should be also Storage Elements as specified in the CT Procedure Protocol IODs (i.e. Performed Storage Module C.34.14 and Defined Storage Module C.34.13).

Correction Wording:

**Change in PS 3.3 2017d: change Figure 7.13.4-1**

The figure 7.13.4-1 of PS3.3 should be completed with the addition of Storage Elements (see red box below).
For reference, note that the figure of the standard is different from the one in Sup 121 Final Text, which mentioned Protocol Parameters in a generic way regardless the Protocol Elements they belong.
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